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Reviewer's report:

General:

The paper is about a timely subject (relation sleep and (over)weight), is concise, well-written and gives a nice overview of the literature in the introduction. The paper reports about fluctuations in weight (as there is no effect of the intervention), that are related to an improvement in sleep parameters (an improvement that is hard to explain). The authors should try to make clearer in the introduction and discussion that they in fact follow natural occurring fluctuations in sleep and weight in this target group (as there is no effect of the intervention, that not even addresses sleep).

In the statistical analysis section, the authors promise more analyses than they provide in the Results section. With respect to the relation sleep-weight only the results are presented for women losing more than 5% weight (compared to women who loose less than 5% weight).

Abstract:

- The trial registration seems to be not about 'sleep' at all. How useful is it to refer to a registration that does not refer to the paper's subject?

Introduction:

- Nice overview of the literature. Maybe only add whether the studies summarized are about participants that are in weight loss interventions or not.

Methods:

- Intervention is not about 'Sleep' at all. Please discuss in the discussion section why sleep in improved over time? Influence of season? The child growing older and sleeping better (and so the mother)?
Results:

-In the methods (Statistical analyses) the authors promise several regression analyses, which I cannot find in the results section. Why a focus on more than 5% weight loss? I do not think it is an argument that this changes significantly over time, as this change must be compensated by a group of women who gain more weight over time (as the means of 'weight' do not change significantly over time). Analyze relations sleep with weight (loss) also in other ways.

Discussion:

-See before: try to explain why sleep improves over time.

**Are the methods appropriate and well described?**
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

**Does the work include the necessary controls?**
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Unable to assess

**Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?**
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

Unable to assess

**Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?**
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I am able to assess the statistics

**Quality of written English**
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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